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RELATION OF W H I T E H E A D AND RUSSELL'S 
THEORY OF DEDUCTION TO T H E BOOLEAN 

LOGIC OF PROPOSITIONS* 

BY B. A. BERNSTEIN 

1. Introduction. Whitehead and Russell's theory of deduction 
for "elementary" propositions, which underlies their Principia 
Mathematica, is "the calculus of propositions"; it is "the theory 
of how one proposition can be inferred from another" ; the primi
tives of the theory "are sufficient for all common forms of in
ference." The theory thus seems to be designed to yield the same 
facts of logic as are given by the classic Boolean logic of propo
sitions. But our authors tell us that "the theory of classes and 
the theory of propositions • • • are not coordinate," that "the 
theory of propositions necessarily precedes the theory of classes." 
The theory of deduction then seems to be essentially different 
from the Boolean logic of propositions. The latter logic is coordi
nate with the logic of classes; it in no way precedes the logic of 
classes. Just what is the mathematical relation of the theory of 
deduction to the Boolean logic of propositions? The object of 
my paper is to answer this question. 

2. Boolean Form of the Theory of Deduction. A mathematical 
comparison between the theory of deduction and the Boolean 
logic of propositions requires that the two logics be expressed in 
a common mathematical language. This common language 
I have provided in a previous paper f, when I rewrote the theory 
of deduction in the language of Boolean algebra. I begin my 
discussion by presenting the essentials of the two logics in 
Boolean form. 

In Boolean form, the theory of deduction is a system (K, ', + ) , 
consisting of an undefined class K, an undefined unary operation 
" '" , and an undefined binary operation " + ", satisfying the fol
lowing eight postulates : 

* Presented to the Society, June 20, 1929, as part of a paper entitled On 
Whitehead and RusselVs theory of deduction. 

t Whitehead and RusselV s theory of deduction as a mathematical science, this 
Bulletin, vol. 37 (1931), pp. 480-488. 
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1.1. There exists a X-element 1 such that from a = l and 
a' + b = l follows 6 = 1. 

1.2. {a+a)f+a = l. 

1.3.b' + (a + b) = l. 

1.4. (a + 6) / + (&+fl) = l. 

1.5. [a + (6+c)] / +[f t + (a+c) ] = l. 

1.6. (ô, + ^),+ [(a + &), + (a+^)] = l. 
1.7. If a is a X-element, a ' is a .K-element. 

1.71. If a and b are iT-elements, a + fr is a X-element. 

The important defined ideas in the theory are a D b, ab (or 
ab), a=b. The definitions are 

D E F . 1.01. (aDb)=a' + b, 

D E F . 3.01. ab = (a' + b')', 

D E F . 4.01. (a^b) = (aob)(b Da) = (a' + b)(b'+a). 

3. 77z£ Boolean Logic of Propositions. The Boolean logic of 
propositions may be characterized as a system (K, + ) , consist
ing of an undefined class K and an undefined binary operation 
" + ", satisfying the following three postulates*: 

A. There is a i£-element 0 such that 0 + a = a for every i£-ele-
ment a. 

B. There is a i£-element 1 such that 1 + a = 1 for every X-ele-
menta . 

C. K consists of two elements. 

The important defined ideas of this system are a', a-\-b (or 
ab), a<b. The definitions are : 

D E F . 1.0' = 1, l ' = 0, 

D E F . 2.ab = (a'+b')', 

D E F . 3. (a<b) = ( a ' +& = l ) . t 

* See my Sets of postulates f or the logic of propositions, Transactions of this 
Society, vol. 28 (1926), pp. 472-478. 

t Note that a<b is not the same as a 3 b of §2. As a concrete science, 
(K, + ) is an algebra of "truth-values," truth 1 and falsity 0. Let p, q be two 
propositions and a, b their respective truth-values. Then a', a-\-b, ab are the 
respective truth-valves of the propositions "not — p," "p or g," "p and g"; 
the relation a<b signifies "p implies q," and a = b signifies up is equivalent to 
S-" 
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The operations a-\-b and ab and the relation a<b, as deter
mined by postulates A-C and definitions 2 ,3 , are given by the 
following tables :* 

+ 
0 

1 

0 1 

0 1 

1 1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

< 

0 

1 

0 1 

+ + 
- + 

Each of these tables shows that the Boolean logic of proposi
tions is a two-element logic of classes. 

4. The Theory of Deduction Derivable from the Boolean Logic of 
Propositions. Now that we have before us the theory of deduc
tion and the Boolean logic of propositions expressed in a com
mon language, I can proceed to answer the question, raised in § 1, 
concerning the relation between the two theories. I observe, 
first, that the theory of deduction is derivable from the Boolean 
logic of propositions. 

This fact can easily be verified by deriving propositions 1.1 
1.71 of §2 from propositions A-C of §3, or by using table (i) 

of §3. As illustration of the use of table (i), I give the proofs of 
1.1 and 1.6, perhaps the least simple of the proofs. 

PROOF of 1.1. The element 1 in postulate B is the element 1 
required in 1.1. For suppose a = 1 and af + b = 1, that is, suppose 
r + 6 = l. Then & = 1' + & = 1, by table (i), def. 1, hyp. 

PROOF OF 1.6. (1) a'+a = l, by def. 1 and table (i). 
Further, for a = 0, the left member of 1.6 is 

(2) (b' + c)'+ [ ( 0 + 6 ) ' + (0 + c)] = (b' + c)' + (b' + c) = 1, 

by table (i) and (1). 
For a = 1, the left member of 1.6 is 

(3) Q>' + cY + [(i + by + (i + c)] = {bf + cy + (i' +1) 

by table (i), (1), table (i). 
Hence the theorem follows, by (2) and (3). 

* In reading the tables, take a from the extreme left column and b from 
the uppermost row. In table (iii) a " + " sign denotes that a<b holds, a " —" 
sign that a <b does not hold. 
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5. The Boolean Logic of Propositions Not Derivable from the 
Theory of Deduction. I observe, next, that the Boolean logic of 
propositions is not derivable from the theory of deduction. 

For, the following system (K, ', + ) is an independence-sys
tem for proposition C with respect to 1.1-1.71: 

K, a class consisting of the single element e; ef = e; e + e = e. 
Of course, all propositions in the Boolean logic of propositions 

that are dependent on C are propositions not derivable from 
the theory of deduction. Among such propositions, for example, 
are the following: 

D. For every i£-element a, either a = 1 or else a = 0. 

E. a'^a. 

F. If a<b or a<c then a <b + c, and conversely. 

That D-F are propositions in the Boolean logic of proposi
tions can easily be verified with the help of table (i). 

That D is not derivable from 1.1-1.71 is seen from the follow
ing independence-system (Kf ', + ) : 

K, the infinite set of plane regions contained in a plane region 
T, including T and including the null region N; a'', the region 
in T outside a; a + b, the smallest region containing a and b. 

An independence-system for E with respect to 1.1-1.71 is the 
independence-system for C above. 

An independence-system for F is the system used in proving 
the independence of D.* 

6. Inadequacy of the Theory of Deduction as "the Calculus of 
Propositions." The fact that propositions D-F are unobtainable 
from 1.1-1.71 shows that the theory of deduction is inadequate 
as "the calculus of propositions." The theory of deduction is 
"the theory of how one proposition can be inferred from an
other"; its primitives "are sufficient for all common forms of in
ference"; it is concerned with "the principles by which conclu
sions are inferred from premisses"; it is designed to yield "the 
rules" from which "the usual calculus of formal logic starts." 
The theory, as "the calculus of propositions," bears the same 
name as Schroder's Der Aussagenkalkül. But the theory of de-

* Compare my paper On proposition *4.78 of Principia Mathematica, this 
Bulletin, vol. 38 (1932), pp. 388-391. 
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duction cannot yield such propositions as D-F above, proposi
tions which are fundamental in the classic theoryf and which 
the theory of deduction aims to obtain.J Clearly, the theory of 
deduction is inadequate as "the calculus of propositions." 

7. Conclusion. I have answered completely the question of 
the relation of the theory of deduction of the Principia to the 
Boolean logic of propositions. The theory of deduction is derivable 
from the Boolean logic of propositions, but not conversely. The lat
ter fact makes the theory inadequate as "the calculus of proposi
tions." 

T H E UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

f Proposition D is of particular importance in the classic theory. For D is 
essentially the same as proposition C above, and C, as I have shown elsewhere, 
can be made to serve as a one-postulate set for the Boolean logic of propositions. (See 
my Sets of postulates f or the logic of propositions, cited above.) 

% The authors of the Principia no doubt regard D-F as equivalent to th eir 

* 2.11.h-/>V~/>, 
* 5.19.1 (p = ~p), 
* 4 . 7 8 . r - - [ ( / O g ) V ( £ : > r)]^[p D (qVr)]. 

For they would interpret these propositions respectively as: 
D0 . Every proposition is true or else false, 
E0. A proposition is never equivalent to its contradictory, 
Fo. If P implies q, or p implies r, then p implies ttq or r"; and conversely. 

Interpretations D0-F0 are, however, all inadmissible. They are based on read
ing the fundamental symbols ~p, p\/q, p^ q, p-q, p = q respectively as up is 
false," up is true or q is t rue," "p implies q", up is true and q is true," up is 
equivalent to q"—readings which all violate the distinction between up" and 
"|— • p" made by the authors earlier in their theory. The correct readings of 
the fundamental symbols should be, respectively, "not —p," "por q," "not — p 
or q," "p and q," " 'not — p or q' and 'not —q or ƒ>'". (Compare the remarks on 
" h " and "D " in my review of Volume I of the Principia, this Bulletin, vol. 
32, pp. 711-713. With regard to *4.78, compare also my paper on *4.78, cited 
above.) 


